DATE

JULY

24,

2020

CASE

STUDY

PROJECT

The National Association of Proton Therapy was getting ready to celebrate its 30th anniversary in April at its annual conference.
Hotel contracts were executed, sponsors and exhibitors were committed to a live event, the keynote speaker was secured, and
the conference program was very fleshed out. In early March, it was blatantly evident that this event could not and would
not take place. Not able to wait until 2021 to feature a conference on the critical topic of proton therapy in the treatment of cancer, the association had to pivot quickly and intelligently to create a product that would satisfy the need
to disseminate industry-critical information. TBX's director of client strategy had a long-time relationship with
NAPT's executive director and as TBX had formed in early April and began to navigate digital experiences
and events, offered NAPT its services. The team of TBX, while new as an entity, was no newcomer to live
events and developed an experience overlaid on an extremely user-friendly digital event platform
called Engagez.
With a 5-month runway, TBX created an event that garnered unprecedented testimonials
which, in turn, have resulted in no less than 12 derivative referrals from a variety of
organizations finding themselves with the same challenges.

SERVICES

Design of lobby, exhibit hall, and networking lounge
Development of attendee journey within the event
Design and development of branded exhibit booths
Development and maintenance of event website
Strategic consultation on marketing/positioning of event
Creation of event powerpoint template for speakers
Integration with marketing campaign
Simulive video production and editing
"On-site" production
Live entertainment streamed into closing
cocktail reception

T O HS P ANS
OUTCOME

Positioned NAPT as a leader in the digital event space in the industry it serves
Nearly a 100% increase in verified attendance from the previous year's live event
Flawless experience from beginning to end: everything on time, perfectly produced; great exhibit hall traffic
Robust analytic set with which to sell future digital, hybrid, or full live event experiences
Rave testimonials from many who are now TBX clients as a result of their experience

TESTIMONIALS

COULDN'T HAVE SAID IT BETTER OURSELVES.

FOR YOUR CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION OR JUST TO TALK IT THROUGH, CONTACT ANDREA@TOTALBRANDEXP.COM

AND CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.TOTALBRANDEXP.COM

